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ABSTRACT

As concerns have grown regarding harmful content spread on
social media, platform mechanisms for content moderation
have become increasingly significant. However, many existing platform governance structures lack formal processes for
democratic participation by users of the platform. Drawing
inspiration from constitutional jury trials in many legal systems, this paper proposes digital juries as a civics-oriented
approach for adjudicating content moderation cases. Building
on existing theoretical models of jury decision-making, we
outline a 5-stage model characterizing the space of design
considerations in a digital jury process. We implement two
examples of jury designs involving blind-voting and deliberation. From users who participate in our jury implementations,
we gather informed judgments of the democratic legitimacy
of a jury process for content moderation. We find that digital
juries are perceived as more procedurally just than existing
common platform moderation practices, but also find disagreement over whether jury decisions should be enforced or used
as recommendations.
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INTRODUCTION

Toxic content on social media, such as hate speech [29], misinformation [92], and conspiratorial “dog-whistling”, or coded
messages [16], has been well studied in terms of its harm to
individuals and society in addition to its challenge for content
moderation. The scale and ease by which content spreads
on platforms have raised new alarm about online speech that
incites violence [4, 88], radicalizes public discourse [95, 12],
and even impacts elections [9].
Many platforms have struggled with how to adjudicate this content, much of which is borderline [97] and requires knowledge
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of local sociocultural norms and other context [42, 60]. Part of
the challenge is that platforms are tasked with making difficult
decisions about speech standards that profoundly affect public
discourse [19]. Meanwhile, the processes that many large commercial platforms employ for content moderation—namely
paying human content moderators [42, 78] and training oftentimes biased or brittle algorithms [5, 52] to spot violations—do
not draw upon the perspective of users beyond superficial tasks
such as flagging [25]. In their adopted role of the “new governors” of speech [59], social media platforms risk losing
democratic legitimacy [87, 31].
A major corollary for how citizens can be democratically involved in governance decisions is the jury process in many
legal systems, such as the American civil jury. In this paper, we
consider how this process could translate online and propose
digital juries as a civics-oriented approach for adjudicating
online content moderation questions. Building on existing theoretical models of jury decision-making [49, 32], we present
a 5-stage model outlining the space of considerations when
designing a digital jury process: jury selection, onboarding,
case trial, consensus formation, and outcome enforcement.
We then gather empirical evidence to explore whether digital
juries are perceived as more democratically legitimate than
the status quo of paid and automated moderation, as well as
how aspects of jury design relate to perceptions of democratic
legitimacy. We implement two prototype jury workflows that
vary the consensus formation stage of our model, with one
emphasizing blind voting and the other emphasizing group
deliberation. We recruit 82 “jurors” to make decisions online
about difficult content moderation cases using our workflows
in groups of around 6. These experiences allow our participants to gain an impression of how a digital jury process could
potentially work, as no well-known examples currently exist.
We then survey jurors to capture whether they found the different processes for making a decision to be democratically
legitimate, following a framework of procedural justice.
From our study, we find that digital juries improved user perceptions of justice in the process of content moderation on
five different attributes, legitimacy, trust, equality, fairness,
and care, though not in efficacy, compared to the status quo
of content moderation decisions arrived at through automation and paid moderators. We also find evidence that users
preferred a deliberative jury over a blind-voting jury. Finally,
jurors had conflicting opinions about whether enforcing jury
outcomes as-is or using them as recommendations would be
more democratically legitimate. We conclude with a discus-

sion on the feasibility and design criteria for such a system in
moderating speech at scale. This is a challenge made trickier
with competing views on trust and fairness, as we found in
qualitative feedback. Altogether, our results suggest that a
change towards a civics-oriented digital jury process could
help re-frame users’ relationship to platform speech regulators.
RELATED WORK
A “citizen-sovereign” view of platform governance

Across platforms, regulation in online spaces has been proposed as consisting of four modalities—law, markets, norms,
and architecture—that can interact and intersect [70]. Within
online social platforms, regulation is operationalized by moderation practices [42, 65] that form a wide taxonomy of tactics [44], from norm-based administrator feedback to technical
actions such as banning or blocking [13]. There are multiple
theoretical frameworks for how platforms gain governing legitimacy to regulate behavior, ranging from contractual [2] to
constitutional [86]. Unlike a contractual, merchant-sovereign
lens [76], a constitutional, citizen-sovereign lens of platform
governance [70] re-frames the role of the user from customer
to citizen. The regulatory role of platforms is also re-framed
from market vendor to governing sovereignty. Legal scholars
acknowledge that the law is designed for a merchant-sovereign
relationship [2, 86] while a citizen-sovereign view may be desirable to reflect platform realities.
Most industrial-scale platforms [17] today rely on a combination of proactive algorithmic filtering, user-flagged reports
of offensive content [25], and ex post human moderation for
oversight. Although CEOs like Mark Zuckerberg have suggested governance structures that are quasi-constitutional in
nature [97], ranging from a “Supreme Court” to an appeals process and independent oversight committee, these policies lack
civic participation from users as stakeholders and decisionmakers [50]. As platforms increasingly intervene in speech
regulation [41, 57], scholars and regulators alike are raising
concerns about their lack of procedural fairness and accountability to the public [24, 86], calling into question the democratic legitimacy of their moderation practices [31, 59].
Self-governance in online communities

Meanwhile, a number of online communities have a rich history of establishing legitimacy through self-governance [75].
Researchers have studied platforms that take a communitydriven approach to moderation, observing the governance
structures that develop bottom-up over time and finding the
factors that drive success [65]. Much research has focused
on Wikipedia’s decentralized structure, including the many
locally governed, self-contained WikiProjects [37] and emphasis on open deliberation to bestow responsibilities [14] and
resolve disputes [53]. Research has shown that successful online communities have greater structure [93] and more diverse
rules [39]. However, Wikipedia’s highly flexible governance
has resulted in a system that is considered bureaucratic [15]
and criticized as difficult to navigate or hostile for newcomers [45]. Another platform with a more localized governance
structure is Reddit [21], where many rules are governed at the
“subreddit” or group level. However, while anyone may start a

subreddit and become an administrator, individual subreddits
have formal mechanisms for rule creation and enforcement
only by moderator users [35], as opposed to by the subreddit
members as a whole. The same can be said for Minecraft
servers, Mastodon instances, or many other federated systems.
It is unclear whether the concentration of power in the hands of
administrators is due to the fact that it promotes success [39]
or that the existing software more easily supports it by design.
While the above platforms have hierarchical governance systems with roles for administrators and moderators, platforms
can also take a more crowdsourced approach to governance.
Systems such as League of Legends (LoL) tribunals [63, 67],
Weibo committees [62], Slashdot moderators [68], and Facebook’s short-lived policy voting system [91] allow a large
proportion of members to participate in governance decisions.
In addition, many social platforms today have some element
of crowdsourced social moderation involving voting on pieces
of content that then alter their visibility. While more inclusive
and arguably more democratic by design, one drawback to
their current design is that the scale of participation means that
each individual contributes at a granular level, acting as “human processors” [67]. In addition, they rely on the platform as
a centralized clearinghouse for receiving and assigning cases
or aggregating votes using an oftentimes opaque algorithm.
Deliberative democracy and the citizens’ jury

Alternatively, a citizen jury system could also allow for democratic participation but with the opportunity to have a deeper
and more deliberative process for consensus-building. Theories of deliberative democracy posit that democratic legitimacy comes from authentic deliberation on the part of those
affected by a collective decision [18]. The role of juries as
group decision-making systems is two-fold, as a mechanism
for determining a group’s preference structure and for determining social norms and their relationship to law [3]. Many
crowdsourced governance systems are primarily designed for
voting at scale to assess the former rather than the latter as a
norm-enforcing institution. As a result, they are often considered a transitional step in automating human judgment [61],
rather than maintained as a source of participatory governance.
While critics of a jury system debate the drawbacks of human
judgment and group deliberation, such as perceived irrational
bias or insufficient expertise, proponents cite the benefits of
juries as an error-checking system, mechanism for incorporating diverse views [48], and means of facilitating cooperation
and shaping one’s social identity within groups [90]. The
primary advantage is procedural, offering all jury members
a chance to deeply engage in the decision-making process
and endorse a resulting consensus [47]. Existing literature of
public participation in deliberative forums, including juries,
report a number of benefits when the process is perceived as
fair [18]. In addition to increased perceptions of procedural
fairness [51], jurors report a higher sense of legitimacy of
a governing institution [40] and increased civic engagement
following jury service [46]. The civic labor of moderation [72]
also shapes a participant’s identity as “citizen” or “juror” [73].
In LoL tribunals—a rare instance of a governance system resembling digital juries in practice—participants reported the

Figure 1. The Digital Jury Model shows the stages and process flow in a digital jury, along with design parameters within each stage.

experience as helpful for learning norms and building community [67]. However, the game developer Riot Games prioritized efficiency over legitimacy in design, leading to decisions
such as a lack of transparency about cases or votes, random
assignment of judges to cases, and no interaction between
judges (despite user-initiated efforts to communicate) [61].
The lack of deliberation resulted in a system offering a trial by
many judges, but was not truly an implementation of trial by
jury. After three years, the tribunals were replaced by a more
opaque but also more efficient automated system.
Design of deliberation and adjudication systems

The design of our digital jury implementation draws from
research in deliberation and crowdsourcing interfaces. Systems for improving online decision-making are well-explored
in social computing [63, 33, 96, 66] and grapple with the
difficult tension of presenting quality argumentation within
time and attention constraints. The Virtual Agora project
compares face-to-face deliberation with online deliberation,
measuring its impact on decision quality and perceived legitimacy of choices [73], though all sessions were relatively
time-consuming. Other studies examine how to improve the
time efficiency of online deliberation. The Microtalk system structures comments into discrete, persuasive arguments
for one-round debate [30]. Other systems expand on Microtalk’s structure with synchronous workflows for multi-turn
and contextual argumentation [80], resulting in improved accuracy [23]. Finally, the Stanford Online Deliberation Platform
conducts group video sessions for civic deliberation using an
automated facilitator [36]. These systems inform our design
of experimental digital jury processes. However, while many
of these workflows have been evaluated on the quality of the
outcome, such as accuracy in finding a pre-determined answer,
in our case, we are primarily interested in how the design of
the jury process affects perceived democratic legitimacy.
MODEL OF DIGITAL JURY DESIGN

In this section, we present the Digital Jury Model (DJM), a
5-stage model of a digital jury system as a sociotechnical
implementation inspired by a constitutional jury system. We
outline the design considerations at each stage (Figure 1). In

order to develop design parameters for a distributed, onlineonly adjudication system, we look to existing frameworks of
digital constitutionalism and jury decision-making for validity.
Digital constitutionalism based on the rule of law has been
proposed to evaluate the legitimacy of governing institutions,
including private, online platforms [86]. To incorporate constitutional values of consent, predictability, and procedural
fairness, Frey et al. posit that institutions must have formal,
direct mechanisms (inspired by the Ostrom workshop [75])
for “low-level agents” to participate in rule-making and enforcement [38]. Theoretical foundations for how such agents
could serve as jurors is most informed by Hastie et al.’s Inside the Jury, an empirical study spanning 828 mock jury
participants [49]. Hastie’s psychocognitive model has been
thought to more accurately model juror behavior in contrast to
mathematically-based alternatives, which depict an idealized
juror that rationally listens to evidence with a prejudice-free
thought process [94]. This model was further explored by
Epstein’s Agent_Zero model of a three-phased jury process,
which builds upon Hastie et al. to incorporate social dynamics
and consider the broader system around a trial, such as juror
selection [32]. To translate these models to the digital context,
where platforms and communities can be far more specialized
and diverse in their norms, we expand upon prior models to
explicitly incorporate an onboarding and enforcement stage.
Stage 1. Jury selection

Juror pool (jurisdiction, juror identification, qualification):
The jurisdictional boundaries from which a “jury of one’s
peers” is formed could be defined in many ways with the help
of technology, such as within geographic locality (e.g., country
designation or distance from a point), community boundaries
(e.g., members of a specific thread, group, or network), affinity
groups (e.g., users with particular tags, interests, or “likes”), or
even audiences of the content in question, such as is the case
with social moderation. Once selected, jurors could either be
identified to each other in the jury, kept anonymous, or use
pseudonyms while communicating to each other. For instance,
the LoL tribunals had anonymous judges [62]. Jurors may
also go through a qualification process, such as the voir dire
examination of a potential juror done by a counsel to make

disqualifications in civil juries. More broadly, jurors could
be vetted, such as Slashdot’s meta-moderation [68], where
moderators evaluate other moderators.
Jury composition (diversity, jury size, expertise): The selected jury should be from a representative cross-section of
impartial peers, with no cognizable class or group of users
excluded from the selection process [49]. This could mean
a proportional representation of the entire community or representative of the affected parties. As a digital system, large
platforms have the ability to incorporate a wider or more targeted juror selection pool or enforce greater juror diversity
based on collected data about users. This pool could also span
varying lay or expert users, depending on the level of subject
matter expertise required for the case. In terms of jury size,
research has found that in juries of more than 6, participants
are more reluctant to speak out or disagree with the majority [49]. While most offline juries are statically sized, in the
online case, juries can be flexibly sized and rapidly sourced,
such as in LoL tribunals [61]. The same case could also be
run across multiple juries of varying make-up or size to gather
inter-jury reliability.
Stage 2. Onboarding

Incentivization (compensation, penalties, duration): After
selecting jurors, a jury system should consider how to motivate
jurors in proportion to the amount of time they are expected
to participate. Micro-tasking sites like Amazon Mechanical
Turk have set a familiar pattern of micro-payments for short
human intelligence tasks, a pattern that has also been used
by platforms to pay moderators [78]. In municipal courts, a
minimal compensation for jury duty is common, although the
strongest motivator for jury duty is the penalties for ignoring
summons. In contrast, many crowdsourced governance systems rely on volunteer judges and moderators who may wish
to give back to the community, develop social capital [77],
or learn from cases [64]. However, few online systems have
explored making broad participation in governance mandatory
or tied to explicit rewards. One example is the now-defunct
Civil Comments platform that required users to vote on other
comments before they could comment [71].
Preparation (logistics, training): Selected jurors might need
to prepare before becoming a juror. This preparation may be logistical, such as scheduling a time (if synchronous), installing
necessary tools, or arriving at the right online destination and
authenticating themselves. Preparation may also involve training jurors about how cases should be evaluated. Within some
settings such as Wikipedia, decision criteria are determined by
users themselves in the form of collaboratively-edited community guidelines [15]. In other cases, platform operators release
guidelines. Finally, jurors could be trained in how to be a good
juror. For instance, trial cases could be taught in an interactive
tutorial environment using a case study method. Instructions
could be delivered via a human facilitator or a chat bot.
Stage 3. Case Trial

Case content (case type, evidence rules, case preparer, applicable rules): Juries would see different types of cases depending on whether they were conducting rule-making, ad-

judication, or applying human intelligence where algorithms
struggle (e.g., detecting misinformation or “newsworthiness”).
The standards of what constitutes evidence and how it is evaluated in each case could be derived from national laws, platform
rules, community norms, or precedents set by previous cases.
Some evidence, such as behavior of an individual off-platform,
may be considered in or out of scope. For example, the rules
of evidence in LoL allow judges to see all reports and their
comments as well as raw in-game chat to gain context [64].
Cases should be prepared in a way that reduces biases and
incorporates different viewpoints. This may require additional
human labor or technical tools to gather evidence and supporting documents and to write a report prior to presenting the
case to a jury. Finally, it should be clear which set of rules and
standards a case should be evaluated against, particularly in
cases of conflicting community standards or national laws.
Trial format (presentation format, verdict format, trial facilitator, involved parties): The core of the model involves
design decisions regarding the mechanics of how the trial is
conducted, including who is involved in the process and the
format of their decisions. The standard format of how case
content is presented to jurors could prioritize certain readings
or behavior. Depending on the type of case, jurors may have
to deliver a verdict that not only attributes guilt, but also evaluates the level of damage (e.g., toxicity of a harmful content) or
even suggests appropriate punishments and consequences. In
order for the trial to proceed in a particular way, there may be
one or more trial facilitators who play the role of judge, clerk,
or foreperson (a spokesperson of the jury). A trial facilitator
could be a juror, a separate user, or a platform employee. Aggrieved parties could also be incorporated in different ways,
ranging from completely abstracting away associated users
to involving them directly in presenting the case. In systems
such as LoL and Weibo, the reported user and reporter can
make arguments directly to judges [62].
Stage 4. Consensus

Media richness (synchronicity, bandwidth, fidelity): Media
Richness Theory suggests that richer communication media (such as in-person, video conferencing, or synchronous
text-based conversations) are more effective for communicating [26] and facilitating trust [10] than leaner media, such as
asynchronous email. However, richness comes at a direct cost
to scaleability. Because online juries are limited to computermediated interaction, the impacts of media format must be
considered in evaluating the two axes of scaleability (ease
of implementation at scale) and immersiveness (richness of
communication media). Synchronous communication such as
chatrooms or video conferencing are more immersive, while
asynchronous comments and voting are easier to scale.
Deliberation format (consensus method, deliberation time,
decision rule, rate of balloting): Online consensus building
must necessarily be constrained by time limits, consensus
method (e.g., voting, Delphi method [27], blocking), and decision rules (e.g., simple majority, super majority, unanimity)
as well when and how frequently votes are taken (rate of balloting). Time limits imposed on deliberation may trade off
with deliberation quality [58], but even semi-synchronous ju-

Figure 2. After completing onboarding, participants see information about one of three possible cases. Below information about the case, they see
instructions and space for providing input and interaction, depending on the condition. After all inputs are in and a minimum time has passed, the final
decision and actions are posted on the right pane. In the jury conditions, the right pane updates in real-time if any juror chooses to change their vote.

ries would likely require an enforced time limit to prevent
juror dropout and cases becoming irrelevant. For instance,
Wikipedia deliberations, which happen asynchronously, are
closed by default after 30 days [53]. The rate of balloting
determines when and how frequently a vote is taken to check
for quorum, affecting faction formation in the deliberation process [49]. Various decision rules from simple majority (51%)
to unanimity affect not only the verdict and deliberation time,
but also juror satisfaction. For unanimous decision rules, juries take longer to deliberate and are more likely to hang than
majority-rule juries [49], but jurors report higher satisfaction
and a greater sense of civic responsibility [8, 74, 46]. LoL
tribunals require only a majority to reach a verdict [64].
Stage 5. Enforcement

Punitive action (verdict, punishments, damages, enforcement mechanism): While crowdsourced governance systems
mostly focus on binary verdicts, jurors could also specify sanctions and scale them with the severity of the violation. In

content moderation, sanctions could be made for content as
well as users. Content could be de-amplified, deleted, or affixed with a label, and users could be sent warnings, placed in a
time-out, or banned from the platform. Platforms should have
mechanisms to enforce these sanctions, such as formalized
processes for recommending jury decisions to the platform or
enforcing the outcome directly, or else they risk undermining
legitimacy by lacking credible commitment [50].
Public records (dissemination, granularity, anonymity):
The results of each jury’s findings could be publicly disseminated for transparency and learning. Records could be released
at different levels of granularity, such as by case, by jury assembly (i.e., groups of users), or by juror. In platforms where
users are likely to participate multiple times, juror-specific
records could help audit for abuse of the system as well as
identify exemplary jurors for additional roles, such as case
preparation or trial facilitation. However, in sensitive cases,
juror identities should be anonymized for their protection.

STUDY

We conduct an empirical study to investigate what design
qualities would allow content moderation processes to be perceived as more democratically legitimate. Using participants
recruited from a crowdsourcing platform, we gather feedback
on three workflows (Figure 2). For two of the workflows, we
implement a “minimum viable” digital jury process, hosted
on the website digitaljuries.com. By implementing a functioning jury system, we are able to weigh design along with
feasibility considerations, as well as provide users with firsthand experience of being in a digital jury.
Guided by the model parameters identified earlier, we design
and implement three randomized conditions: two are jury
workflows, with one emphasizing blind voting (IMMERSIVE)
and one emphasizing deliberation (SCALEABLE). For these
two conditions, we place participants into juries of around
6 people to decide one case per workflow and survey them
about their perception of the process after each case. We also
show users a third condition (STATUS QUO) with a scripted
case outcome, presented as having been decided by the platform’s algorithmic and paid human moderation. As in the jury
conditions, users are surveyed about their perception of this
process as described to them. This allows users to contrast
their jury experiences with a process akin to the status quo of
many commercial social media platforms today.
Following the three conditions, we provide free-response
prompts to each user to survey which of the three processes—
the status quo of no user input, a blind voting jury, and a
deliberating jury—they preferred as a way for platforms to
moderate content and why. We also ask users whether they
would prefer the outcome of a jury process like the ones they
participated in to be directly enforced or taken as recommendation by a platform. From these free-response answers as
well as post-round surveys, we gain insight into the following
research questions:
• RQ1: How do users perceive the democratic legitimacy of
a content moderation process involving user juries vs. the
status quo of no user input?
• RQ2: How do users perceive the democratic legitimacy of
a jury process with consensus by voting vs. by deliberation?
• RQ3: Would users prefer jury decisions to be directly enforced or passed on to platforms as recommendations?
Procedure and Conditions

We design our study to be within-subjects so that users can
compare all three content moderation processes. The order of
conditions and cases are counterbalanced. The first 3 stages
of the 5-stage model are held constant for all users:
Stage 1 (juror selection) has participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), limited to US-only and ages 18+.
Tasks are released on AMT in batches during peak times to
maximize the likelihood that users are synchronous. Upon
arriving at the site, users are informed about the potentially
harmful content they will judge and must consent to continue.
As users join the study, they get added to a group. Each group
is set to 6 people. Stage 2 (onboarding) instructions are standardized at the beginning of the study, with no supervisory

roles defined. Jurors receive a short explanation about content
moderation, the web interface, and the different assessments
they can make. In Stage 3 (trial), jurors see one of three standardized cases that contain a screenshot of the violating post,
background context, and list of potential rule violations. In
Stage 4 (consensus), the conditions diverge:
STATUS QUO (no user input): In this condition, there is no
user input from the participant, and users are simply shown the
platform’s decision and rationale. Consistent with the status
quo of commercial content moderation on many platforms
today, the outcome is described as a mix of algorithmic and
paid moderator effort.
SCALEABLE (semi-synchronous, blind-voting jury): Optimizing for scaleability, jurors independently decide on a toxicity
score and recommended action in a one-round blind vote, similarly to systems like LoL tribunals. Jury consensus is based
on an average of the toxicity scores and majority rule for the
recommended action. After voting, participants wait for two
minutes before the rest of the jury’s results are shown to them,
allowing time for other members of the jury to vote.
IMMERSIVE (synchronous, deliberating jury): Optimizing for
immersive communication, participants are able to freely deliberate with other jurors in a chatroom for four minutes before
submitting their vote. After the minimum deliberation time
elapses, jurors are allowed to continue discussion for as long
as desired, as well as are able to freely change their vote.

Participants go through each condition with a different case
and are surveyed after each condition, as well as after all three
conditions. The order of cases are selected randomly. Finally,
to investigate Stage 5 (enforcement), we conclude with a
survey that asks for participants’ desired enforcement level
for the jury decisions: either as recommendations (taken into
advisement but with no action required) or enforced decisions
(binding actions directly implemented).
Cases and Assessments

Our study uses three cases as there are three within-subjects
conditions. The cases are written by the first author and designed to be contextually nuanced and borderline with respect
to violating standards.1 Each case contains a screenshot of
the violating post, background and context about the issue,
and a list of potential standard violations drawn from Facebook’s Community Standards. Chosen topics are meant to
have disjoint coverage of topics that have received some public comment from major platforms, though in practice, some
cases had overlapping themes. This study features:
• Hate speech: An antisemitic comic of Pepe the Frog.
• Graphic violence: A mixed-reaction post linking to the
Christchurch shooter manifesto.
• Child safety: A link to a children’s cartoon, altered to depict
disturbing content of the urban legend Momo.
In the two jury rounds, jurors provide three assessments:
• Toxicity score of content, defined as likelihood to cause
harm (0-3 OK, 4-7 Borderline, 8-10 Toxic), mimicking [55].
1 We provide details about each case within Supplementary Materials.

• Punishment for the content, if any (unlist from users’
feeds, delete from the site, and report to authorities).
• Punishment for the user, if any (warn, ban for 1 week, and
permanently ban).
Measurement and Data Analysis

The inherently subjective nature of values-based judgments
is challenging to measure. To measure the democratic legitimacy of a digital jury, procedural justice frameworks provide
a way to evaluate success. Procedural justice asserts that regardless of outcome, an individual can be satisfied with the
system if the individual considers the underlying process to be
just [89]. Procedural justice frameworks evaluate the fairness
and procedural regularity of decision-making processes, such
as the opportunity for participation, transparency, neutrality,
and objectivity of decision-makers, belief in fair motivations,
and dignity in standing that the system offers to them [90].
We structure survey questions of each condition’s democratic
legitimacy from participants using variants of Tyler’s procedural justice framework [89, 69] (e.g., perceived fairness of
the process, satisfaction with the outcome) and Haidt’s Moral
Foundations theory [43], which describes a common set of
universal moral values persistent across cultures (e.g., care,
fairness, and authority). From these sources, we survey participants on outcome satisfaction and six core criteria that we
then ask participants to rate with regards to the process of each
condition: legitimate exercise of power, trust, equal valuing of
individual voices, fairness, care of personal preferences, and
efficacy in moderating content.
To measure differences in the mean perceptions of procedural
justice between the three conditions, we conduct Univariate
Type III Repeated-Measures (within-subjects) ANOVA tests
on the six ratings related to procedural justice, followed by post
hoc Tukey HSD tests when differences are significant. This
is calculated in R using the car package. We also run tests on
users’ self-reported sense of time constraints and difficulty of
decision-making in the jury conditions, along with satisfaction
with the outcome of each case.
In the final survey following all three conditions, jurors provide
open-ended responses regarding whether they would prefer
enforcement or recommendation of a jury’s outcomes. They
also provide open-ended responses as to which content moderation process they preferred and why. To analyze all sets
of qualitative responses, the first author used a standard opencoding approach [22] to code the values expressed in each
response. They then grouped the resulting 35 codes into major
categories of values. Codes and categories were iteratively
discussed during the process with all authors.
Participants

We chose to recruit from AMT because the IMMERSIVE condition requires synchronous activity, and AMT is a large enough
platform where it would be likely for 6 workers to join a task
near in time to each other. Due to the logistical constraints of
recruiting for synchronous trials, we did not sample to achieve
a certain demographic proportion. However, this would be a
reasonable expectation for a platform since major platforms
have even larger active user bases.

Jurors were paid $6 for the task and spent an average of 22.21
minutes. In total, we record 82 active participants across
15 juries. Each jury is set at 6 people each, though due to
availability and drop-outs, 8 of the juries have 5 people. Of
the participants, 35 (43%) are age 25–34, while 19 (23%) are
35–44. Of the remaining, 12 (15%) are age 45–54, 9 (11%)
are age 18–24, and 3 are 55–64. 67% of participants are male,
while 27% are female. All participants have some high school
education, with 48 people (59%) completing college or higher
degrees. When it comes to political affiliation, 46% identify as
Democrat, 22% as Republican, and 22% as Independent. It is
notable that the demographics of the participants skew young,
male, and Democratic, perhaps reflecting the demographics of
the AMT population at the time of data collection [28].
RESULTS
RQ1: User Juries versus Status Quo of No User Input

We explored users’ perceptions of democratic legitimacy when
it came to content moderation by jury (both IMMERSIVE and
SCALEABLE ) versus by the STATUS QUO . Table 1 shows
results for the survey questions. Content analysis of the openended responses supports the presence of a procedural justice
framework among participants, with most users discussing
process over outcome when comparing conditions. Only a few
(8) of the reflections remarked on disagreement in the outcome
itself, with one person after the SCALEABLE condition saying:
“I didn’t like the outcome. It was somewhat frustrating. I want
to know why other users voted differently from me.” There was
also no statistically significant difference in ratings between
conditions when it came to satisfaction with the decision.
From the ratings after each condition, participants expressed a
greater sense of procedural justice in the jury conditions versus the status quo on all aspects of procedural justice except
for “efficacy”. From the open-ended responses for why they
favored either of the jury conditions, participants described
democratic values of popular sovereignty, equality, and justice, as well as humanistic values of trust in humans. For
instance, 30 respondents mentioned how user input in platform governance would lend greater legitimacy. One person
said: “It would mean that actual people’s voices matter...Since
they are the ones using the site, what they say should matter
more.” Participants also described a feeling of empowerment
from not needing to rely on moderators: “...my voice was
actually being heard. Instead of...hoping for moderation, I
would feel connected to the process and like I actually had
a part and some control in making decisions.” In terms of
humanistic values, 12 respondents expressed distrust in automation and preference for human insight: “I like the human
element... it involves the use of compassion and that cannot
be programmed into AI.”
Overall, the STATUS QUO condition was the least preferred
out of the three conditions by 55% of participants. Twelve
respondents described a lack of fairness and due process in
the STATUS QUO. However, values related to efficacy, such
as time efficiency or quality of outcome, was one dimension
respondents cited when they discussed the downsides of juries.
For instance, one person placed more trust in the expertise that
would develop in a paid moderator and algorithm process: “It

Question
(1=Strongly Disagree, 5=Strongly Agree)

Average Rating
Status Q. Scale. Immers.

Type
III SS

df

F

How satisfied are you with the decision?

3.46

3.44

3.92

7.08

2

2.286

p = 0.105

3.25

3.84

4.01

21.50

2

8.971

p < 0.001***

2.91

3.43

3.86

32.95

2

12.335

p < 0.001***

This process values individual voices equally.

2.64

3.69

4.06

78.93

2

31.281

p < 0.001***

This process is fair.

3.23

3.74

3.94

18.07

2

6.557

p = 0.002**

This process cares about my preferences.

2.41

3.43

3.87

80.41

2

34.600

p < 0.001***

This process is an effective way to protect users
from unwanted or toxic content.

3.35

3.64

3.84

7.10

2

2.833

This process feels like a legitimate exercise of the
social media platform’s power.
This process improves my trust in how content
moderation decisions are made.

p

post hoc
Tukey HSD Test

immersive-status quo***
scaleable-status quo**
immersive-status quo***
scaleable-status quo*
immersive-status quo***
scaleable-status quo***
immersive-status quo***
scaleable-status quo*
immersive-status quo***
scaleable-status quo***
scaleable-immersive*

p = 0.062

Table 1. After each condition of S TATUS Q UO, S CALEABLE, and I MMERSIVE, questions were asked about the procedural justice of the process (rows
4-9), as well as time constraints, satisfaction, and difficulty. Average ratings across the conditions and results of statistical significance tests are reported.
Significance codes: < 0.05*, < 0.01**, < 0.001***

combined an algorithm...with a paid person who presumably
has training and guidelines and a decision making process. I
don’t know if I trust a random collection of individuals...[it]
could lead to a lot of bad outcomes.” This suggests more
could be done to not only train jurors on the rules, but also
consider qualities that would facilitate trust in the process.
RQ2: Jury Consensus by Deliberation versus Voting

The differences between the two jury conditions was less pronounced, with only “care” being perceived as significantly
greater in the IMMERSIVE (deliberating) condition over the
SCALEABLE (voting) condition. However, 57.5% of participants most preferred the IMMERSIVE condition, while only
35% most preferred the SCALEABLE condition.
In the IMMERSIVE condition, jurors each published on average
4.01 chat messages (38.9 words). As jury groups, juries exchanged an average of 21.93 messages (212.4 words). In openended responses, 20 participants mentioned the democratic
value of exposure to diversity of viewpoints in a deliberation,
with one person saying: “because I got to see other people’s
rationale...it might help me temper my own biases... It made
me question whether I was overreacting...in my moderation.”
Fourteen jurors also described how the deliberative aspect
gave them the chance to work together towards consensus:
“...we all collaborated and came to the same conclusion. It
was good to receive and give insight to my peers.”
However, participants also described aspects they did not like
about deliberation. Eight people mentioned lower efficacy.
One user identified a trade-off between efficacy and richer user
input, with SCALEABLE achieving the best balance between
all three conditions: “...it was efficient, allowed each individual to provide their personal opinion/preference.” Twelve
participants emphasized individualism and felt that deliberation would bias jurors or cause “groupthink” [54]: “It felt the
most honest way, because you are going by your own opinions
rather than be convinced of someone else’s.” A few participants also described disliking hearing others’ perspectives or
conversing with others in this setting: “It lets me vote without
hearing some other people’s disregard of real issues...Round

2 [deliberation] made me more angry than any other.” This
suggests that facilitation or more structured workflows [36]
could perhaps help guide deliberation.
Echoing participants’ comments, we saw that the standard deviation of toxicity votes was greater in the SCALEABLE than in
the IMMERSIVE condition (2.44 vs. 2.39, respectively), echoing prior work that deliberation can reduce disagreement [80].
Interestingly, we also saw that the SCALEABLE juries were
overall more harsh. Users gave toxicity scores of 7.42 on
average in the SCALEABLE condition compared to 6.59 in the
IMMERSIVE condition, though this difference was not significant. In punitive actions for the user, juries chose to warn
the user with 45 votes in IMMERSIVE and 30 in SCALEABLE.
However, in the SCALEABLE condition, users voted to ban for
1 week or permanently ban users at nearly twice the rate of
the IMMERSIVE condition (13.3% and 15.6% for IMMERSIVE,
respectively, versus 24.4% and 25.6% for SCALEABLE).
RQ3. Recommendation versus Enforcement

We saw no statistical difference in preference for either enforcement or recommendation of jury decisions with both
options at a mean of 3.34 and mode of 3 on the 5-point Likert
scale. Despite a lack of a clear preference, participants expressed strong views both in favor and against the legitimacy
of direct enforcement in open-ended responses. Proponents
of direct enforcement were concerned about the lack of accountability to the public. Remarking on the status quo, one
juror said, “Frankly, [platforms] already receive recommendations, albeit not from a formal jury, right now. It has done
little to nothing to stem toxic content—even when highly influential voices with absolutely enormous followings weigh
in.” Twelve jurors expressed cynicism with regards to the
motivations and interests of large platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter towards listening to users. One person said “If it’s
just a recommendation, it would feel like a waste of time... It’s
just something they will ignore when they want to and cite as
evidence of caring about users opinions when it’s convenient.”
Supporters of recommendation preferred for platforms to have
the final say, with 12 jurors expressing a lack of confidence in

the quality or neutrality of juror input. Citing concerns about
juror bias, one user said, “You could just get one-sided votes or
opinions...The companies should be managing what is right or
wrong, because the public doesn’t seem to be able to do it on
our own anymore.” This distrust of public discernment is directly at odds with the competing view of distrust of platform
discernment, presenting a paradox in platform governance. As
one pro-enforcement user stated, “Social media has proven
that they can’t police themselves unless it hurts their bottom
line. An enforced decision at this point might improve things
for everybody. Is worth a shot.” Four jurors additionally advocated for transparency in publishing jury decisions, including
as an accountability mechanism when doing recommendation:
“I’d like for there to be a public record of what the jury decided
so that the platform would have to explain themselves as to
why they went against the decision.”
DISCUSSION
Conflicting views on democratic legitimacy

Competing views on who to trust and what is fair emerged
within the context of this study, exposing two possible mental models for how participants may assess the democratic
legitimacy of a digital jury system.
12 participants shared some level of distrust towards automation, favoring human input. The lack of user—not just human—
input also frustrated participants, who connected it to a perceived decline in platform quality: “It was frustrating to have
no input whatsoever into the process. It is literally why the
nether regions of Twitter have become breeding grounds for
neo-Nazis.” Distrust in opaque processes appears in other
systems as well, such as among the LoL tribunal judges who
circulated rumors in the absence of information [62].
On the other hand, critics of a user-led jury mentioned distrust
in the opinions and motivations of other jurors. One juror said,
“I don’t trust other people’s opinions...I would rather have one
person be a consistent judge and jury than a group of people
with varied personal opinions that could be inconsistent and
sway back and forth depending on issues.” In flat governance
structures where jurors lack differentiated roles, prosocial behavior may be more difficult to cultivate or motivate [84].
Other jurors questioned the motives of those who would participate, with one suspicious of volunteers: “I don’t know if I
trust a random collection of individuals, especially if they seek
out the moderation duty...”, while another was suspicious of
paid jurors: “If you have paid shills hanging out, waiting for
jury duty, they can manipulate the results and bend results to
suit their political agenda.” One juror even doubted whether
they were truly deliberating with other humans, potentially
reflecting the greater proliferation of bots that further erode
trust online. Researchers have proposed ways to increase
trust in online communities, such as persistent identity, quality
control, and coordination mechanisms [65] which could be
incorporated as judgment records, juror accountability processes, and support communities for jurors. Support structures
are explicitly mentioned as missing in LoL tribunals, and cited
as factors that eroded player trust in the tribunal system [62].

Similarly, perceptions of what was “fair” seemed divided in
two camps, depending on whether they considered receiving
other people’s perspectives as unwanted bias or as inclusion
of multiple perspectives. In the bias camp, users described the
IMMERSIVE round as unfair for allowing people to influence
each other: “I like [scaleable] because no one is influenced by
others. People need to form their own opinion.” Other users
held the opposing view that more communication would be a
fairer process. One user expressed that “It would help to see
other view points as some things are more offensive to others
than to me.” Future work could explore designs that seek to
reduce groupthink [83] and promote authentic consensus [80],
partly alleviating the concerns of the first camp.
Feasibility

This “minimum viable jury” study raises several implementation considerations related to aspects of the jury model:
Juror selection bias (stage 1): In lieu of a mandatory system,
many jurors expressed concerns about biased or bad actors
exploiting the selection process. One juror wrote, “Social
media is entirely too biased and needs a democratic, unbiased
panel to litigate these matters. My only concern is how biased
the panelists are.” In this study, jurors were only allowed to
participate once on the crowdsourcing platform, though future
versions could track participation and voting records across
cases. This process also did not enforce any qualifications
beyond age and national locality, though the opportunity to prefilter users could address perceived expertise on the platform.
Without a clearly identified juror community, users’ distrust
towards the jury selection process may also reflect the absence
of a civics-oriented framework among platform users.
Jury incentivization (stage 2): Jury service could re-frame
moderation work as an empowering act of civic duty rather
than micro-tasks outsourced to contractors. We asked users in
the survey under what conditions they would participate in a
jury for a social media platform. With the ability to select multiple options, 23.3% said they would actively volunteer, while
36.7% of users would participate in their idle time. Research
has shown in the offline case, however, that many jurors bear
financial hardships due to jury duty [81]. Though there will
likely be fewer hardships in the online case, financial compensation should still be provided, and time should be reduced
without dropping below a minimum level of quality engagement and interaction. We saw that 82.2% would participate
if paid for their time. A final question is whether to compel
users via sanctions, such as by locking their account. However,
only 10.0% said they would participate if it was mandatory,
with the alternative presumably being that they would leave
the platform. Only 3.3% said they would not participate at all.
Juror exposure to harm (stage 3): Much like the challenges
facing commercial content moderators, exposure to traumatic
material in a jury system process could potentially cause participants harm [56, 79]. The cases in this study were displayed
in a way to intentionally minimize exposure to graphic or potentially traumatizing material. To ameliorate this in practice,
a digital jury system could follow best practices from criminal
court cases with sensitive material and rely on the existing
ecosystem of platform policy teams to synthesize and prepare

cases. Exposure could also be rate-limited. Ethical research
practices such as informed consent should be consulted and
implemented. To protect against identification or retaliation,
our implementation is pseudonymous, showing only a selfselected username but no other demographic information.
Synchronicity (stage 4): A challenge for this study was the
difficulty in assembling an entire jury of distributed jurors
synchronously during the consensus-forming stage. In the
first few trials, the AMT task did not attract participants at the
same time, causing some jurors to have to wait. Future systems
could support automated scheduling and jury assignment.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The use of AMT has downsides due to biases in its population
demographics, though it was helpful for synchronicity. Future
studies could collect larger and more representative samples
and also broaden to non-U.S. and non-Western groups. In
addition, all study participants were also jurors, and thus, our
results may not reflect how a non-juror would perceive a case
decided by jury. However, as digital juries for content moderation are rare in today’s online platforms, we opted to have
participants actually experience the workflows, as opposed
to simply presenting scenarios, so that they could better understand and compare them. Future work could partner with
real communities to deploy juries and survey both jurors and
non-jurors. Studies could explore the side benefits of media
literacy education for jurors and track user sentiment towards
the challenges of content moderation and platform governance.
Case transcripts could also be published to solicit the opinions
of the broader community. In addition, as communities vary
greatly, different groups could be involved in co-designing customized jury processes to fit their community’s needs. Finally,
this work focused on adherence to community standards but
other tasks for juries could be tackling issues like identifying
misinformation [82] or even going beyond simply interpreting
policy to surfacing or guiding the creation of new policies.
Jury bias and diversity

The impacts of individual juror bias and collective group polarization on democratic deliberation have been explored at
length [85]. However, sampling from a heterogeneous, diverse
population has been shown to mitigate these negative effects,
such as in deliberative polling [34, 85]. Future work on digital juries could gather randomized samples of multiple jury
profiles to evaluate the same case, in order to study the polarization or alignment of online groups. Jury outcomes could
also be compared against expert opinions as an accuracy check
to measure alignment between experts and the “majoritarian
view” [11]. While jury diversity is effective in reducing polarization, studies have shown that majority voices can obscure
minority racial and gender perspectives during deliberation [3].
Due to the limited sample size and pseudonymous jury design
used in this study, we could not analyze this impact on minorities. As digital juries have the benefit of targeted recruiting
and pre-screening participants, future studies with larger populations should consider varying juror recruiting strategies
as well as analyzing the effects of different forms of identity
presentation on deliberation.

Local juries and global impacts

Social norms and rules vary dramatically across not only
macro-level platforms, but also within meso-level communities [20, 6, 1, 7]. Depending on the platform, a “local” jury
could be measured by geographic distance, nationality, servers,
group membership, social network distance, or more. Future
studies could vary jury sizes, either as fixed sizes (e.g., 6person vs. 12-person juries) or as algorithmically-determined
sizes depending on the case, such as in LoL. Future studies
could also experiment with sampling multiple rounds of juries
and different decision rules. Our current study uses simple
majority rules, but prior research in deliberation has shown
the positive civic impacts of unanimous decision rules, despite
the longer required time investment [46].
This flexibility also lends the possibility of localized interpretations of policies, as opposed to having to a single, consistent
interpretation across a platform. Such is the case for platforms
like Reddit with many subreddit-specific rules [1, 35]. Particularly on platforms where users do not share the Western
legal tradition of juries, juries could be adapted to local contexts, such as using juries only to supplement expert opinion.
Another consideration is local enforcement of policies, such
as removing content only in specific parts of the platform.
The implementation of this depends greatly on the platform’s
architecture and content distribution method.
CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose digital juries as a civics-oriented,
decision-making approach for adjudicating online content
moderation questions at scale. Building on existing models of
jury decision-making, we present the Digital Jury Model, characterizing the space of design considerations when developing
a digital jury process. In our empirical analysis of prototype
jury workflows, we find evidence that digital juries improve
user perceptions of procedural justice in the content moderation process on all measured attributes, with the exception
of efficiency. Specifically, the jury processes are perceived
as a more legitimate exercise of platform power, improving
trust in how content moderation processes are made, valuing
individual voices, and caring about user preferences.
While digital juries may have potential drawbacks in efficiency
and trustworthiness, they can be a valuable participatory mechanism that improves perceptions of the democratic legitimacy
of platform governance and encourages a civics-oriented social identity. The design dimensions we outline in our 5-stage
model as well as our empirical results comparing two instances
from the model point to a host of potential future dimensions
to explore. Beyond design, there is a rich space to investigate
the use of digital jury systems in real communities as part of
the growing field of internet governance.
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